Pi ( p )a nd kappa ( k )s tatistics arew idely used in the areas of psychiatrya nd psychological testing to compute the extent of agreement between raters on nominally scaled data. It is af act that these coefficients occasionally yield unexpected results in situations known as the paradoxes of kappa. This paper explorest he origin of these limitations, and introduces an alternativea nd more stable agreementc oefficient referred to as the AC 1 coefficient. Also proposed arenew variance estimators for the multiple-rater generalized p and AC 1 statistics, whose validity does not depend upon the hypothesis of independence between raters. This is an improvement over existing alternative variances, which depend on the independence assumption. AMonte-Carlo simulation study demonstrates the validity of these variance estimators for confidence interval construction, and confirms the value of AC 1 as an improved alternative to existing inter-rater reliability statistics.
Introduction
Researchersi nv ariousfi elds often need to evaluate the quality of ad ata collection method.I nm any studies, ad ata collection tool,s uch as as urvey questionnaire, a laboratory procedure or aclassification system,isused by differentpeople referred to as raters, observers or judges. In an effort to minimize the effect of the rater factorondata quality,investigatorslike to know whether all ratersapply the data collection method in aconsistent manner.Inter-rater reliability quantifies the closeness of scores assignedby ap oolo fr aterst ot he sames tudy participants.T he closer the scores, the highert he reliability of the data collection method.A lthoughr eliability data can be discrete or continuous, the focus of this paper is on inter-rater reliability assessment on nominally scaled data. Such data are typically obtained from studies where ratersm ust classify study participants into one categorya mong al imited number of possible categories. Banerjee, Capozzoli, McSweeney, and Sinha (1999) provide ag oodr eview of the techniques developed to date fora nalysing nominally scaled data. Twoo ft he most influential papersi nt his area are those of Fleiss (1971) and Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt (1969) , which contain the most popular results in use today.F leiss et al. provide large sample approximations of the variances of the k and weighted k statistics suggested by Cohen (1960 Cohen ( , 1968 , respectivelyi nt he case of two raters, while Fleiss extendst he p -statistic to the case of multiple raters. Landis and Koch (1977) also give an instructive discussion of inter-rater agreement among multiple observers. Agresti (2002) presents several modelling techniques foranalysing rating data in addition to presenting ashort account of the stateo ft he art. Light (1971) introduces measures of agreement conditionally uponaspecificc lassification category, and proposes ag eneralization of Cohen's k -coefficient to the case of multiple raters. Conger (1980) suggests an alternative multiple-rater agreement statistic obtained by averaging all pairwise overall and chance-correctedp robabilities proposed by Cohen (1960) .C onger (1980) also extends the notion of pairwise agreement to that of g -wise agreement where agreement occursif g ratersr ather than two ratersc lassify an object into the samec ategory.
In section 2, Ii ntroduce the most commonly used pairwise indexes. Section 3 discusses at heoretical frameworkf or analysing the origins of the kappa's paradox. An alternative and more stable agreement coefficient referred to as the AC 1 statistic is introduced in section 4. Section 5isdevoted to the analysis of the bias associated with the various pairwise agreement coefficients under investigation. In section 6, avariance estimatorf or the generalized p -statistic is proposed, which is valid even under the assumption of dependence of ratings.Section 7presentsavariance estimator of the AC 1 statistic, which is always valid. The important special case of two ratersisdiscussed in section 8, while section 9d escribes as mall simulation study aimed at verifying the validityofthe variance estimators as well as the magnitude of the biases associated with the various indexes under investigation.
Cohen's k ,S cott's p , G -index and Fleiss'sg eneralized p
In atwo-rater reliability study involving raters A and B ,the data will be reported in atwoway contingency table such as Table 1. Table 1s howst he distribution of n study participants by rater and response category, where n kl indicates the number of participants that raters A and B classified into categories k and l ,respectively.
All inter-rater reliability coefficientsd iscussed in this paper have two components: the overall agreement probability p a ,w hich is common to all coefficients, and the chance-agreement probability p e ,w hich is specific to each index.F or the two-rater . . .
n Aq
To tal n B 1 n B 2 ··· n Bq n reliability data of Table 1 , the overall agreement probability is given by: Scott (1955) proposed the p -statistic given by:
The G -indexofH olleya nd Guilford (1964) is given by:
where p e j G ¼ 1/q ,a nd q representst he number of responsec ategories. Note that the expression used for^g G here is more general than the original Holley-Guilford formula, which was presented forthe simpler situation of two ratersand two responsecategories only. If ar eliability study involves an arbitrarily largen umber r of raters, rating data are often reported in afrequency table showing the distribution of ratersbyparticipant and responsecategory, as described in Table 2 . For agiven participant i and category k , r ik representst he number of raterswho classified participant i into category k .
Fleiss( 1971) extendedS cott's p -statistic to the case of multiple raters( r )a nd proposed the following equation:
where 
The terms p a and p e j p are, respectively, the overall agreement probability and the probability of agreement due to chance. Conger (1980) suggested ageneralized version of the k -statistic that is obtained by averaging all r ( r 2 1)/2 pairwise k -statistics as defined by Cohen (1960) . The k -statistic can also be generalized as follows:
where p a is defined as above and chance-agreement probability p e j k given by:
The term p ki j ð j ¼ 1 ;:::; a Þ representst he proportion of participants that rater i j classifiedinto category k .Itfollows from equation (2) that if r ¼ 2, then p e j k reduces to the usual formula of chance-agreement probability forthe k -statistic. For r ¼ 3and r ¼ 4 the chance-agreement probabilities are, respectively, given by:
This general version of the k -statistic hasnot been studied yetand no expression forits variance is available. There is no indication, however,t hat it has better statistical properties than Fleiss'sg eneralized statistic. Nevertheless, ap ractitioner interestedi n using this estimator,may still estimate its variance using the jackknife methoddescribed by equation (36)for the p -statistic. Hubert (1977) discusses other possible extensions of the k -statistic to the case of multiple raters.
3. Paradox'so rigin Table 3c ontains an example of rating data. These illustrate the limitations of equation (1) ^g p ¼ð0 : 9440 2 0 : 9456Þ = ð 1 2 0 : 9456Þ¼2 0 : 0288, which is even anegative value.This result is the opposite of what our intuition would suggest and illustrates one of the paradoxes noted by Cicchetti and Feinstein (1990) where high agreement is coupled with low k .I nt his example, raters A and B are expected to have ah igh inter-rater reliability.
To understandthe nature and the causes of the paradoxical behaviour of the p -and k -statistics, Iwill confinemyself to the case of two raters, A and B ,who must identify the presence or absence of at rait on individuals of ag iven population of interest.T hese individuals will eventuallyb es elected to participate in as tudy,a nd are therefore potential study participants. The two ratersw ill classify participants into the ' þ 'o r ' 2 'c ategories according to whether the trait is found or not. Iw ill study how agreement indexes are affected by raters' sensitivity, specificity and the trait prevalence in the population. The rater'ss ensitivityi sd efined as the conditional probability of classifying aparticipant into the ' þ 'categorygiven that the trait is indeed present. The rater'sspecificity is the conditional probability of classifying aparticipant into the ' 2 ' categoryg iven that the trait is actuallya bsent.
Let a A and a B denote, respectively, raters A and B sensitivity values. Similarly, b A and b B will denote raters A and B specificity values. It follows that the probabilities P A þ and P B þ forr aters A and B to classify ap articipant into the ' þ 'c ategorya re given by
where P r represents the population trait prevalence. Our objective is to study how trait prevalence,s ensitivitya nd specificity affect inter-rater reliability.F or the sake of simplicity Iw ill makethe following two assumptions:
( A 1) Sensitivity and specificity are identical forb oth raters. Thati s a A ¼ b A and
( A 2) Correct classifications are independent. That is, if a AB denotes the probability that raters A and B correctly classify an individual into the ' þ 'c ategory, then
The probability P a that both ratersa gree is given by P a ¼ p þþ þ p 22 ,w here p þþ and p 22 are obtained as follows
and p 22 ¼ 1 2 ð P A þ þ P B þ 2 p þþ Þ .T he following importante quation canb e established:
ð 5 Þ This relation showsthat the overall agreement probability betweentwo raters A and B does not depend upon the trait prevalence.R ather,i td epends upon the rater's sensitivitya nd specificity values.
The partial derivative with respect to P r of an inter-rater coefficient of the form g ¼ðP a 2 P e Þ = ð 1 2 P e Þ is given by
Let p þ be the probability that arandomly chosenraterclassifies ar andomly chosen participant into the ' þ 'c ategory. Then,
The two equations (7) and (8) are derived from the fact that
Under this assumption, the G -indextakes aconstant value of 2 P a 2 1that dependsonthe raters' sensitivity. Equation (6) shows that chanceagreement probability plays ap ivotal role on how inter-rater reliability relates to trait prevalence.Equation (7) indicates that Scott's p -statistic is an increasing function of P r fort he values of trait prevalenceb etween 0a nd 0.50, and becomes decreasing for P r . 0.50,reaching its maximum value when P r ¼ 0 : 50. Because0# P r # 1,^g p takes its smallest value at P r ¼ 0a nd P r ¼ 1. Using equation (5) and the expressiono f P e j p , one can show that:
It follows that,
Equations (10), (11)a nd (12)s how veryw ell how paradoxes often occur in practice. From equation (11)itappearsthat whenever atrait is veryrare or omnipresent, Scott's p -statistic yields an egative inter-rater reliability regardless of the raters' sensitivity values. In other words,i fp revalence is low or high, any largee xtent of agreement between raterswill not be reflected in the p -statistic. Equation (8), on the otherhand, indicates that when trait prevalence is smaller than 0.5, Cohen's k -statistic may be an increasing or adecreasing function of trait prevalence depending on raters A and B sensitivityv alues. Thati s, if one rater has as ensitivity smaller than 0.5 and the other as ensitivity greater than 0.5 then k -statistic is a decreasing function of P r ,otherwise it is increasing. The situation is similar whentrait prevalence is greater than 0.50.T he maximum or minimum value of k is reached at P r ¼ 0 : 50. If one rater has as ensitivityo f0 .50,t hen k ¼ 0r egardless of the trait prevalence.The general equation of Cohen's k -statistic is given by:
It follows that:
Similar to Scott's p -statistic, k seems to yield reasonablev alues only when trait prevalence is close to 0.5. Avalue of trait prevalence that is either close to 0orclose to 1 will considerably reducet he ability of k to reflect any extent of agreement between raters. Many inter-rater agreement coefficientsp roposed in the literatureh ave been criticized on the grounds that theya re dependent upont rait prevalence. Such a dependence is inevitable if raters' sensitivity levels are differentf rom their specificity levels. In fact, without assumption A 1, even the overall agreement probability P a is dependent upon trait prevalence P r due to the fact that P a can be expressed as follows:
However,t he impact of prevalence on the overall agreement probability is small if sensitivitya nd specificity are reasonably close.
The previousanalysis indicates that the G -index, p -statistic and k -statistic all have the same reasonable behaviourwhen trait prevalence P r takes avalue in the neighbourhood of 0.5. However,their behaviour becomes veryerratic (with the exception of G -index) as soon as trait prevalence goes to the extremes. Ia rgue that the chance-agreement probability usedi nt hese statistics is ill-estimated whent rait prevalence is in the neighbourhood of 0or1.Iwill now propose anew agreement coefficientthat will share the common reasonable behaviour of its competitorsinthe neighbourhood of 0.5, but will outperformt hem when trait prevalence goes to the extremes.
An alternativea greement statistic
Before Ii ntroducea ni mproved alternative inter-rater reliability coefficient, it is necessaryt od evelop ac lear picture of the goal one normally attempts to achieveb y correcting inter-rater reliability forc hance agreement. My premises are the following: (a) Chance agreement occurswhenatleast one rater rates an individual randomly. (b) Only an unknown portion of the observed ratings is subject to randomness.
Iw ill considert hat ar ater A classifies an individual into one of two categories either randomly,when he or she does not know where it belongs, or with certainty, when he or she is certain aboutits 'true' membership. Rater A performs arandom rating not all the time, but with aprobability u A .Thatis, u A is the propensity forrater A to performa random rating. The participants not classified randomly are supposed to have been classifiedinto the correct category. If the random portion of the study was identifiable, rating data of two raters A and B classifying N individuals into categories ' þ 'and ' 2 ' could be reported as shown in Table 4 .
Note that N þ 2 ·RC fore xample, represents the number of individuals that rater A classifiedrandomly into the ' þ 'categoryand that rater B classified with certaintyinto the ' 2 'c ategory.
representst he number of individuals that rater A classified into category k using a classification method X (random or certainty), and that rater B classified into category l using aclassification method Y (random or certainty).
To evaluate the extent of agreement between raters A and B from Table 4 , what is needed is the ability to remove from consideration all agreements that occurred by chance; that is
.This yieldsthe following 'true' inter-rater reliability:
Equation (16) can also be written as:
where
In atypical reliability study the two raters A and B would rate n study participants,and rating data reported as shown in Table 1 , with q ¼ 2. The problem is to find ag ood statistic^g fore stimating g .Awidely accepted statistic fore stimating the overall agreement probability P a is given by:
The estimation of P e representsamore difficultproblem, since it requires one to be able to isolate ratings performed with certaintyf rom random ratings. To geta round this difficulty,Idecidedtoapproximate P e by aparameter that can be quantified moreeasily, and to evaluate the quality of the approximationins ection 5.
Ta ble 4. Distribution of N participants by rater,r andomness of classification and response category
Suppose an individual is selected randomly from ap ool of individuals and rated by raters A and B .L et G and R be two events defined as follows: G ¼ {The two raters A and B agree} ; ð 19Þ R ¼ {A rater ð A ; or B ; or both Þ performs arandom rating}: ð 20Þ
It followst hat P e ¼ P ð G > R Þ¼P ð G = R Þ P ð R Þ ,w here P ( G / R )i st he conditional probability that A and B agree given that one of them (or both) has performed a random rating. Arandom rating would normally lead to the classification of an individual into either categoryw ith the same probability 1/2, although this may not always be case. Since agreement may occur on either category, it follows that P ð G = R Þ¼2 £ 1 = 2 2 ¼ 1 = 2. As for the estimation of the probability of random rating P ( R ), one should notethat when the trait prevalence P r is high or low (i.e. if P r (1 2 P r )i ss mall),auniformd istribution of participants among categories is an indication of high proportion of random ratings, hence of high probability P ( R ).
Let the random variable X þ be defined as follows:
0o therwise:
( Is uggest approximating P ( R )w ith anormalized measure of randomness C defined by the ratio of the variance V ( X þ )o f X þ to the maximum possible variance V MAX for X þ , which is reached only when the rating is totally random. It follows that
where p þ represents the probability that arandomly chosen rater classifiesarandomly choseni ndividual into the ' þ 'c ategory.T hisl eads to the following formulationo f chanceagreement:
This approximationleadstot he following approximated 'true' inter-rater reliability:
The probability p þ can be estimated from sample data by^p
Note that^p þ ð 1 2^p þ Þ¼^p 2 ð 1 2^p 2 Þ : Therefore, p e canb er ewrittena s p e ¼^p þ ð 1 2^p þ Þþ^p 2 ð 1 2^p 2 Þ :
The resulting agreement statistic is given by,
with p a given by equation (18), and is showni ns ection 5m athematicallyt oh ave a smaller bias with respect to the 'true' agreement coefficient than all its competitors.
Unliket he k -a nd p -statistics, this agreement coefficient uses ac hance-agreement probability that is calibrated to be consistent with the propensity of random rating that is suggested by the observedratings. Iwill refer to the calibratedstatistic^g 1 as the AC 1 estimator, where AC stands foragreement coefficient and digit 1indicates the first-order chancecorrection, which accounts forfull agreement only as opposed to full and partial agreement (second-order chance correction); the latter problem, which will be investigated elsewhere,will lead to the AC 2 statistic. Al egitimate question to be asked is whether the inter-rater reliability statistic^g 1 ; estimates the 'true' inter-rater reliability of equation (16)a ta ll, and under what circumstances. Iwill show in the next section that if trait prevalence is high or low,then g 1 does estimate the 'true' inter-rater reliability veryw ell. However,w ith trait prevalence at the extremes, p , k and G -indexare all biased forestimating the 'true' interrater reliability under any circumstances.
Biases of inter-rater reliability statistics
Let us consider two raters, A and B ,w ho would performar andom rating with probabilities u A and u B ,r espectively. Each classification of as tudy participant by a random mechanism will either lead to ad isagreement or to an agreement by chance.
The rater's sensitivity values (which are assumed to be identical to their specificity values) are given by:
These equations are obtained under the assumption that any rating that is not random will automatically lead to ac orrect classification, while ar andom rating leads to a correct classification with probability 1/2. In fact, a A ¼ð1 2 u A Þþu A = 2 ¼ 1 2 u A = 2.
Under this simple rating model, and following equation (5), the overall agreement probability is given by P a ¼ a A a B þð1 2 a A Þð1 2 a B Þ¼1 2 ð u A þ u B Þ = 2 þ u A u B = 2. As forc hance-agreement probability P e let R A and R B be two events defined as follows:
. R A :Rater A performs ar andom rating. . R B :Rater B performs arandom rating.
Then,
The 'true' inter-rater reliability is then given by:
The theoretical agreement coefficientswill now be derived forthe AC 1 , G -index, k ,and
For AC 1 coefficient, it follows from equations (5) and (21)t hat chance-agreement probability P e is obtained as follows:
where D ¼ 2 ð 1 2 2 l Þ 2 P r ð 1 2 P r Þ .The theoretical AC 1 coefficient is given by:
For Scott's p -coefficient, one can establish that the chance-agreement probability P e j p is given by
For the G -index, P e j G ¼ 1 = 2 ¼ P e þð1 2 u A Þð1 2 u B Þ = 2:
To gain further insight into the magnitude of the biases of these differenti nter-rater reliability statistics, let us consider the simpler case whereraters A and B have the same propensity forr andom rating; that is, u A ¼ u B ¼ u .T he 'true' inter-rater reliability is given by:
Id efine the bias of an agreement coefficient g X as B X ð u Þ¼g X 2 g ,t he difference between the agreement coefficient and the 'true' coefficient.The biases of AC 1 , p , k and G -indexs tatistics, respectivelyd enoted by
, satisfy the following relations:
Which way the bias will go depends on the magnitudeo ft rait prevalence. It follows from these equations that the G -indexconsistently exhibits anegative bias, which may take am aximum absolute value around 17%, when the rater'sp ropensity forr andom rating is around 35%, and will graduallydecreaseas u goes to 1. The AC 1 statistic, on the other hand,has anegative bias that ranges from 2 u ð 1 2 u Þ 2 ð 2 2 u Þ = ð 1 þð1 2 u Þ 2 Þ to 0, reaching its largest absolute value of u ð 1 2 u Þ 2 ð 2 2 u Þ = ð 1 þð1 2 u Þ 2 Þ only when the trait prevalence is around 50%. The remaining two statistics, on the other hand,have some serious bias problems on the negative side. The p and k statistics each have abiaswhose lowest value is 2 2 ð 1 2 u Þ 2 = ½ 1 þð1 2 u Þ 2 ,which varies from 0to 2 1. That means p and k may underestimate the 'true' inter-rater reliability by 100%.
The next two sections, 6a nd 7, are devoted to variance estimation of the generalized p -statistic and the AC 1 statistic, respectively, in the context of multiple raters. For the two sections,Iwill assume that the n participants in the reliability study were randomly selected from ab igger population of N potential participants. Likewise, the r ratersc an be assumed to belongt oab igger universe of R potential raters. Thisfi nite-population frameworkh as not yet been considered in the study of inter-rater agreement assessment. Fort his paper,h owever,Iwill confinem yself to the case where r ¼ R ,t hat is the estimatorsa re not subjectt oa ny variability due to the sampling of raters. Methods needed to extrapolate to ab igger universe of ratersw ill be discussedi nadifferentp aper.
Variance of the generalized p -statistic
The p -statistic denoted by^g p is defined as follows:
where p a and p e j p are defined as follows:
Concerning the estimation of the variance of^g p ; Fleiss (1971) suggested the following variance estimatoru nder the hypothesis of no agreement between ratersb eyond chance:
where f ¼ n = N is the sampling fraction, which could be neglected if the population of potential participants is deemed very large. It should be noted that this variance estimatori si nvalid forc onfidence interval construction. The originale xpression proposed by Fleissd oes not include the finite-population correction factor 1 2 f . Cochran (1977) is agood reference forreadersinterested in statistical methodsinfinitepopulation sampling. Ip ropose here an on-paramateric variance estimator for^g p that is valid for confidencei ntervalc onstructionu sing thel inearizationt echnique.U nlike v ð^g p j No agreementÞ ,t he validityo ft he non-parametricv ariance estimator does not dependo nt he extento fa greement between the raters.T hisv ariance estimator is given by
ð 33Þ where^g p i is given by^g
where^g p i ¼ðp a j i 2 p e j p Þ = ð 1 2 p e j p Þ ,a nd p a j i ,a nd p e p j i are given by:
To see how equation (33)i sd erived, one should consider the standarda pproach that consists of deriving an approximationofthe actual variance of the estimator and using a consistent estimator of that approximate variance as the variance estimator. Let us assume that as the sample size n increases,the estimated chance-agreement probability p e j p converges to avalue P e j p and that each^p k converges to p k .If^p and p denote the vectorsoft he^p k 's and p k 's,r espectively, it can be shown that,
and that if G p ¼ ( p a 2 P e j p )/(1 2 P e j p ), then^g p can be expressed as,
The combination of these two equations gives us an approximationof^g p that is alinear function of r ik and that captures all terms except those with as tochastic order of magnitude of 1/n ,w hich can be neglected. Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland (1975, chapter 14) provide ad etailed discussion of the concept of stochastic order of magnitude. The variance estimator of equation (33)c an be used forc onfidence interval constructionaswell as forhypothesis testing. Its validity is confirmed by the simulation study presented in section 9.
Alternatively, ajackknife variance estimator can be used to estimate the variance of the p -statistic. The jackknife technique introduced by Quenouille (1949) and developed by Tukey( 1958) ,i sageneral purposet echnique fore stimating variances.I th as wide applicability although it is computation intensive. The jackknife variance of^g p is given by: 
ð p e g j i 2 P e j g ÞþO p ðk^p 2 p kÞ;
where G g ¼ðp a 2 P e j g Þ = ð 1 2 P e j g Þ .C ombining these two expressions leads to a linear approximation of^g 1 ; which can be used to approximatet he asymptotic variance of^g 1 . An alternative approach fore stimating the variance of^g 1 is the jackknife method. The jackknife variance estimator is given by: 
Special case of two raters
Two-rater reliability studies are of special interest. Rating data in this case are often convenientlyr eported using the distribution of participants by rater and response categorya ss hown in Table 1 . Therefore, the inter-rater reliability coefficient and its associated variance must be expresseda sf unctions of the n kl 's.
For two ratersc lassifying n participants into q responsec ategories, Fleiss et al. (1969) 
and
It can be shown that v ð^g k j AgreementÞ captures all terms of magnitude order up to n 2 1 ,i sc onsistent fore stimating the true population variance and provides valid normality-basedc onfidence intervals when the number of participants is reasonably large.
When r ¼ 2, the variance of the AC 1 statistic given in equation (39) reducestot he following estimator:
As forS cott's p -estimator, its correct variance is given by:
For the sakeofcomparability,one should note that the correct variance of kappa can be rewritten as follows:
The variance of the G -indexisg iven by:
Using the rating data of Table 3 , Iobtained the following inter-rater reliability estimates and variance estimates:
Becausethe percentageagreement p a equals 94.4%, it appearsthat AC 1 and G -index are more consistent with the observed extent of agreement. The k and p statistics have low values that are very inconsistent with the data configuration and would be difficult to justify.I ft he standard error is compared with the inter-rater reliability estimate, the AC 1 appearstob et he most accurate of all agreement coefficients.
Monte-Carlo simulation
In order to compare the biases of the variousi nter-rater reliability coefficients under investigation and to verify the validityoft he differentv ariance estimatorsd iscussed in the previous sections,Ih ave conductedasmall Monte-Carlo experiment. This experiment involves two raters, A and B ,who must classify n (for n ¼ 20, 60, 80, 100) participants into one of two possible categories ' þ 'and ' 2 '.
All the Monte-Carlo experiments are based upon the assumption of aprevalencerate of P r ¼ 95%. Apropensity of random rating u A is set forr ater A and another one u B for rater B at the beginning of each experiment. These parametersallow us to use equation (19) to determine the 'true' inter-rater reliability to be estimated. Each Monte-Carlo experiment is conducted as follows:
. The n participants are first randomly classified into the two categories ' þ 'and ' 2 ' in such away that ap articipant falls into category'þ 'with probability P r . . If arater performs arandom rating (with probabilities u A forrater A and u B forrater B ), then the participant to be rated is randomly classifiedi nto one of the two categories with the same probability 1/2. Anon-random rating is supposed to lead to ac orrect classification. . The number of replicate samples drawn in this simulation is 500.
Each Monte-Carlo experiment has two specific objectives, which are to evaluate the magnitude of the biases associated with the agreement coefficients and to verify the validityoft heir variance estimators.
The bias of an estimator is measured by the difference of its Monte-Carlo expectation to the 'true' inter-rater reliability.The bias of avariance estimator,onthe other hand, is obtained by comparing its Monte-Carlo expectation with the Monte-Carlo variance of the agreement coefficient.Asmall bias is desirable as it indicates that agiven estimator or variance estimator has neither at endency to overestimate the true population parameter nor atendency to underestimate it.
In the simulation programmes, the calculationo ft he p -statistic and that of the k -statistic were modified slightly in order to avoid the difficulty posed by undefined estimates.W hen p e j p ¼ 1o r p e j k ¼ 1, these chance-agreement probabilities were replaced with 0.99999sot hat the agreement coefficient can be defined. Table 5c ontains the relative bias of the agreement coefficients^g p ;^g k ;^g G ,a nd^g 1 . Atotal of 500 replicate samples were selected and foreach sample s an estimate^g s was calculated. The relative bias is obtained as follows:
RelBiasð^g Þ¼ 1 500
where g is the 'true' inter-rater reliability obtained with equation (19). It follows from Table 5that the relative bias of the AC 1 estimator,which varies from 2 0.8 to 0.0% when u A ¼ u B ¼ 5 % ,a nd from 2 2.1 to 2 1.3% when u A ¼ 20% and u B ¼ 5 % ,i sc onsistently smaller than the relative bias of the other inter-rater reliability statistics. The p and k statistics generally exhibit av eryl argen egative bias under currentc onditions, ranging from 2 32.8 to 2 62.5%. The main advantageofthe AC 1 statistic over the G -indexstems from the fact that when the rater'sp ropensity forr andom rating is large( i.e.a round 35%), the bias of the G -indexisatits highest, while that of the AC 1 will decrease as the trait prevalence increases. 
while the Monte-Carlo variance V ð^g Þ of an agreement statistic^g is given by:
It follows from Table 6t hat the variance of the AC 1 statistic is smaller than that of the other statistics. In fact, V ð^g 1 Þ varies from 0.07% when the sample size is 100 to 0.33% Ta ble6 . Monte-Carlov ariancesa nd Monte-Carloe xpectationso fv ariance estimatesf or when the sample size is 20. The second smallest variance is that of the G -index, which varies from 0.17 to 0.79%. The k and p statistics generallyhave larger variances, which rangef rom 2% to about 15%. An examination of the Monte-Carlo expectation of the variousvariance estimatorsindicates that the proposed variance estimatorsfor AC 1 and G -indexworkverywell. Even forasmall sample size, these expectations are very close to the Monte-Carlo approximations. The variance estimatorsofthe k and p statistics also workw ell except fors mall sample sizes, forw hich theyu nderestimate the 'true' variance.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, Ihave explored the problem of inter-rater reliability estimation when the extent of agreement between ratersi sh igh. The paradox of the k and p statistics has been investigated and an alternative agreement coefficient proposed. Ih ave proposed new variance estimatorsf or the k , p and the AC 1 statistics using the linearization and jackknife methods. The validityofthese variance estimatorsdoes not depend upon the assumption of independence. The absence of such variance estimatorsh as prevented practitionersf rom constructing confidence intervals of multiple-ratera greement coefficients.
Ih ave introduced the AC 1 statistic which is shown to have better statistical properties than its k , p and G -indexcompetitors. The k and p estimatorsbecame wellknown fort heir supposed abilityt oc orrect the percentagea greement forc hance agreement. However,t his paper argues that not all observed ratings wouldl ead to agreement by chance. This will particularly be the case if the extent of agreement is high in as ituation of high trait prevalence.K appa and pi evaluate the chance-agreement probability as if all observed ratings may yield an agreement by chance. Thismay lead to unpredictable results with rating data that suggest arather small propensity forchance agreement. The AC 1 statistic wasdeveloped in such away that the propensity forchance agreement is proportional to the portion of ratings that may lead to an agreement by chance, reducingt he overall agreement by chance to the right magnitude.
The simulation results tend to indicate that the AC 1 and G -indexs tatistics have reasonably small biases forestimating the 'true' inter-rater reliability,while the k and p statistics tend to underestimate it. The AC 1 outperforms the G -indexw hen the trait prevalence is high or low.Ifthe trait prevalence is around 50%, all agreement statistics performa like. The absolute bias in this case increases with the raters' propensity forr andom rating, which can be reduced by giving extra training to the raters. The proposed variance estimatorsw orkw ell according to our simulations.F or small sample sizes,t he variance estimatorsp roposed for k and p statistics tend to underestimate the true variances.
